INSTRUCTIONS

Please keep these instructions for future reference as they contain important information.

DESIGN & DRIFT

SPEEDWAY™

TRACK SET

MORE WAYS TO PLAY

Create your own track designs!
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SPECIFICATIONS

Toy:

Y0994

0920

Part No.:

A3

Type of Fold:

One

# colors:

One

Colors:

Black

White

Paper Weight:

Offset

70 lb.
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CONTENTS

APPLY LABELS

Hejelp! Use apply labels before assembly by number as indicated.

ASSEMBLY

1

Arrow should point downhill.

2

Arrow should point downhill.

3

Adjust placement of track support to stabilize the set.

4

Adjust placement of track support to stabilize the set.

5

Adjust placement of track support to stabilize the set.

TO PLAY

1

Set up.

3

Launch, drift and race!

4

Launch, drift and race!

5

Launch, drift and race!

Winner triggers the Checkered Flag!

Additional vehicles not included.

Launch, drift and race!

Not for use with some Cars Micro Drifters™ vehicles.

The finish area is interchangeable with RADIATOR SPRINGS DRIFT CHALLENGE™ TRACK SET.
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